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Intros and Disclaimers

Disclaimers:

• We aren’t SAFe experts

• Just two people who help companies who’ve chosen SAFe

• Not here to tear down SAFe; here to help make it stronger

Anne Steiner
• 10 years as a FE 

developer
• 7 years as a product 

owner/product 
manager

• 5 years as a    
product coach

David Laribee
• 20 years product 

development

• 10 years XP

• Former VersionOne



Agenda

• The Story of Scaling

• Products Are Value Streams

• Product Thinking in SAFe

• A Better PI Planning Event

• Architectural Runway

• Releasing Outside of the Train
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The Story of Scaling



Products Are Value Streams

Product Over Plumbing



Value Streams

“Value streams represent the 
series of steps that an 

organization uses to build solutions 
that provide a continuous flow of 

value to the customer.”

~Scaled Agile



Let’s think of value streams differently

•The process we follow?

•Our organization or the business we serve?

•ART’s

• Lines of business



Products Over Plumbing

Your product 
is the thing 
you build or 
the service 
you provide 
that impacts 

people.



Product Thinking in SAFe

Build, Measure, and Learn … Then Learn Faster



Building Iteratively Versus Learning Iteratively



SAFe Gives Us Places to Discover and Learn

Product Strategy & 

Early Discovery

Blended Discovery 

& Delivery

DevOps & 

Technical Agility



How long does it take to learn AND adapt?

3 months 3 months

1 month / 1 

sprint / 1 week



But Are We Learning and Adjusting?

•How far ahead is backlog prepared?

•How far ahead is work planned?

•How long does it take to deploy?

•Once you learn, how soon can you adjust?

Consider cycle time as “mean time to pivot”



A Better PI Planning Event

From Program Commitment to Product Learning







Shift the Conversation

From:

• Program increment

• Planning 

• How much can we do?

• An “opportunity for ‘just the 
right amount’ of architecture 
and lean user experience 
guidance”

• Commitment and getting stuff 
done

To:

• Product increment

• Discovery

• What impact do we wish to have?

• An “opportunity for ‘just the right 
amount’ of architecture and lean 
user experience guidance” – Like 
for realz

• Selecting a place to start and then 
learning and adjusting



Architectural Runway

The Emergent and Evolutionary Way



But Are We Learning and Adjusting?

[Emergent Design] works extremely well, up to a point. As Agile 
practices mature and are adopted by larger teams and teams 
of teams, there comes a point at which emergent design is an 
insufficient response to the complexity of large-scale system 

development.
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King Penguin Breeding Colonies Structured Like Fluids 
Source: PHYS.ORG

https://phys.org/news/2018-04-king-penguin-colonies-fluids.html


10,000 developers from 1000+ 
companies over 13 years.

Source: ZDNet

https://www.zdnet.com/article/who-writes-linux-almost-10000-developers/




Observations

• How architects behave in this foreign, decentralized world will 
determine long term success.

• Think less architect and more architecture. Works well as a social 
activity when you have level skillsets (which you should be working 
toward).

• Balancing technical evolution alongside delivery of business value will 
speed you up in the mid- to long-term.

• Set technical goals that open up new possibilities in delivery of 
business value.



Releasing Outside the Train

Get good at releasing… by releasing.









Observations

• We might have to think outside the ART (marketing, sales, support)

• Quarterly releases don’t provide enough reps to build CD capability. 
Your system will ever be instable if you go down this path.

• CD becomes a delivery canon, not a learning tool…

• Network effect from other teams we depend stuck with similar release 
constraint: I can’t get this endpoint until when?!



Keys to Product Thinking in SAFe

• Scale learning, not process. Build, measure, and learn, and then learn 
faster!

• Shift the conversation from planning to product discovery

• Emergent design at scale is called evolutionary design. There’s still very 
few domains that require BDUF.

• Don’t let your developers become human compilers; engage them as 
creative, smart individuals. They’re part of the product development 
story.

• Get good at CI/CD and DevOps by doing CI/CD and DevOps.



“If you’re not watchful, the process can 
become the thing. This can happen very 

easily in large organizations. 

The process becomes the proxy for the 
result you want. You stop looking at 
outcomes and just make sure you’re 

doing the process right.”

~Jeff Bezos, CEO and President of Amazon
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